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COMMUNIST THEORY IN THE NIGERIAN TRADE UNION MOllEMENT 1 
, Peter Waterman 
1. APPROACHING THE NTUC 
1.1.. The subject 
'The subject of this papor is the Nigerian Trad,e Union Congress 
(NTUC), the Communist tJ~ade union organisation in Nigeria. More 
specifically, it ,is about the oentral leadership of the NTUC, since 
the organisation is in origin and struoture a central, national and 
Lagos-based federation of trade unions. ,Even more specifically, it' 
concerns the theoretical activity of this group,its view of Nigerian. 
society and its organisGLtional strategy. While this foc:us might seem 
excessively narrow for the stu~ of a trade union organisation, it is 
perhaps justified for examination of a Marxist-oriented group. A, 
truEl understanding ·of their environment has traditionally been. con-
sidered a prerequiSite of effective political action by Marxists. ' 
And Marxists working in the trade unions have traditionally paid: 
great attention to organisational strategy .• 
1.2. The approach 
The approach adopted is implicitly Marxist. This means that it has 
Marxist ambitions and invites judgement against Marxist standards. 
The 'requirements of a systematio and rigorous Marxist approach to 
Third World politics and society have not yet been set out.2 And 
whilst this might be weak as an excuse , it must stand as an explana-
tion for the failure to set out an explicit approach here. 
On the othe,r hand, the .evident shortcomings of the empiricis"!i 
and liberal approach that dominates those st:udies in which the NTUC 
figures encourages . adopt ion of this alternative one. Whilst. each of 
these works has its own particular virtues, each is limited by the 
undefended assumption - implicit or explicit - that Nigeria is a 
'developing country,.3 ,. 
Taking 8: Marxist approach to the NTUC implies, minimally, 
, putting it into a real Nigerian and world social structure and his-
tory. This means seeing it as part of a developinginternati.onal . 
labour movement and a part of a developing (or, rather, 'under-
developing') Nigerian political economy. It means adopting a par-
tisan positien, making a conscious theoretical intervention intended 
to bring about certain practical developments considered necessary 
-and claiming to be more soientific because of this • 
. 1 e3 • The , background4 
1.3.1. Economip 
Economically, Nigeria has followed the classical path from colony to 
neo-colony. The export-crop and food-crop producing agricultural 
. sector has remained in a stagnant colonial position becau,se of the 
failure to reinvest even that part of the extracted surplus retained 
by the Nigerian state. Meanwhile, the great monopolistic colonial . 
trading companies have exemplified the new pattern of fo:reign capital 
investment by transforming themselves into specialised importing-
advertising-marketing and import-substituting firms. 5 The new pattern 
of investment is in capital-intensive industr,y, producing consumer 
or intermediate goods, frequently of the luxury type. The 1960s saw 
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a great development in this type of investment, mostly in Lagos, and 
to a more limited extent in six or seven other centres~ filhe' rapid 
economic recovery of Nigeria after the Civil}/~r,and i~,s .cQm--pa.ra~ive 
stability since, has be~n due not to these sectors, however, but to 
the dramaticdevelopmen~ of oil extraction, making Nigeria the world's 
12th largest petroleum producer •. It is oil revenue that bas made, it 
possible to avoid the economic and political crises that have plagued 
Ghana and Senegal ove r the past few years, and that, ha' s. made it pos-
sible for Nigeria's rul~rs to ignore the deepening structural,cleav-
ages. 
1.3.2. Social 
Socially, one most distinguish between the surplus-expropriating' 
class and the masses. The surplus-eXpropriating class consists'of 
the 'traditional', 'entrepreneurial' and 'functional' elites that, 
despite appearances, overlap each other and have a common origin in 
the colonial order. Created as intermediaries between the colonial 
companies and administration on the one hand, and the people on the 
other, this class now plays the same role for the international cor-
porations, international capitalism and its multifarious military, 
pol:i.tical, academic, professional, ideological (lay or religious) 
and int~lligence agencies. ' . 
The masses consist of the largely self-employed farmers (ap-
proximately 70% of the labour, force), the manual workers and lowe~ 
paJ.d intellectUal workers (approximately 3%), and the mass of petty':" 
traders and craftsmen (~pproximatelY 25%) who outnumber the workers 
even within the cities. The milking-off of the agricultural surplus 
through low export-crop prices and high taxes has prevented clear 
social groups developing amongst a peasantry otherwise differentiated 
by region,language and market situation. But the fact that it is 
political decisions on taxation rates and marketing board crop prices 
through which the surplus is expropriated puts all farmers in a ' 
homogeneous relationship with the state. 
Equally excluded from the s~rplus-expropriating class is the 
vast. mass of craftsmen, petty-traders and small entrepreneurs~ Dis':'" 
criminated against in favour of the manufacturers and merchant trad-, 
ers, they are also linked with the workers and farmers upon whose' 
incomes they depend, amongst whom they live, 'whose style of iifethey 
share, and to, whom they are linked by family ties. 
More will be said of the workers later. Here we may point out 
briefly that expansion of both public and private sectors led to a 
three-fold growth in their numbers between 1955 and 1967; that they 
are united by their common dependence on wages that can only be in-, 
creased through collective action against the employers and state;' 
that this brings them together in trade unions within common indus-
'trial or national federations. I would also assert that this at the 
same time distinguishes them from the administrative, technical and 
e,xecutive grades which can be considered part of the exploiting 
class; and, finally, that they are linked by common residence, origin, 
mUtual dependence and frequent interchange with the rest of the urban 
,and with the rural poor. 
1.3.3. Political 
Politically, we must distinguish between rulers and ruled. The ruling 
class is formed of the same elements that make up the surplus-ex~ 
propriating class, although it should be remembered that this group 
shares power with an external force to which it is 'distinctly 
feebler ••• 00 • .and deeply subservient'. 7 Pre~minent within this 
class have been the politico-business and bureaucratic-military 
groups that have successively «overned Nigeria • 
. The regionalisatiori of politics by the British during the period 
of withdrawal in the 1950s successfully drew the teeth of Nigerian 
nationalism, i.eo, the possibility of multi-class, inter-ethnic, mass 
pressure at the centre. It made the politico-business group dependent 
on alliance with the 'traditional' leaders controlling the village 
vote, and divided it into regional and ethnic splinters, each concerned 
with a localised struggle for resources. Such a system was indeed 
'incompatible with even minimal bourgeois rationality and efficiencY',8 
. and Nigeria staggered from one crisis to another before the coup de 
grace was administered by the military in 1966. The new regime has 
been plagued by all the diseases of the old (expressed, in most viru-
lent form, by the Civil War), save the costs and risks of the bourgeois-
democratic rites of consultation. It has, however, reduced the size 
and influence of regions, imposed discipline upon other sections of 
the ruling class, established central control, thus providing a cli- . 
mate suitable for modern types of foreign capital investment.9 . 
Only sporadically have the under classes cracked the 'tribal. 
mask' of politics in post-colonial Nigeria. In June 1964 there occurred 
a General Strike, the first nation-wide social conflict. But an at-
tempted politic~l strike in December 1964 was a failure. And the 1971 
strike wave over the Adebo award was uncoordinated nationally.10 In 
1965 and 1968 general uprisings took place amongst the cocoa and food-
crop farmers of Yorubaland ,both directed against the property and 
persons of the privileged, and the authority of the government. Whilst 
the first was contained within limits of ruling-class politics, the 
second broke through, reaching new heights of self-organisation, and 
severely frightening the regime. 11 But the simple non-coincidence of 
date suggests the underlying ·reality: so far no class or class alliance 
has been capable of putting ruling class - and, therefore, imperialist -
control in doubt. 
1 • 3.4. The trade union movement 12 
Nigerian labour history may be broken down into the following phases: 
(1) struggle for conditions and basic rights (1897-1943); (2) the 
birth of working-class nationalism (1940-45); (3) the labour-nationalist 
alliance (1944-50); (4) the political isolation of labour (1948-60); 
( 5) the first independent labour challenge (1966-70); (6) the revival 
qf economic militancy (1970- ).This schema provides a counterpoint 
to the history of Nigeria's ruling class. But it conceals the deep 
and permanent structural weaknesses of the movement. 
Whil~t these will be dealt with later, a suggestive illustration 
of the situation may be given here. The number of individual trade 
unions has advanced faster than the number of unionised, with the 
result that average membership of the 550 unionS in 1964 was around 
64 - and far less if one could distinguish those who actually pay 
from the claimed membership.13 
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103.5. The NTUC 
The NTUCfitsinto this picture as. the latest and longest~lived· 
(almost.ten yea.rs) of the~.radicaltradeunion· centres·thathavecom~ 
pet~d with. the moderates ,s'lnce 1945.0 It has behind it the. traditions· 
of the 1945 General Strike, the alliance with ·radical natio~lisin· .. 
the economic and .o~ganising struggles of the. later 1950s when the 
moderates collapsed into regionalism .. But, although it·was:creat!3d 
before Nigeria's first Soviet-approv~d COll1l'!lUnist. Party, the Socia.list 
Workers and Farmers Party (SWAFP), it: was a specifically Communist 
creation. The men who created the NTuC were either un:j.on leaders . 
whose sympathies and links with Communism went back to 1945 or,ear-
lier,14 or they were from the Nigerian YouthCe);ngress, itself ..... . 
largely created and controlled by men who had been associated with . 
the British Communist Party.15 The for!llB.tion after theNTUC of the 
Labour Unity Front (LUF) was a direct result of the expulsion or 
self-exclusion of leaders who would not accept Communism .. 16 . 
. The size and influence of the N'l'UC is difficult to assess, due·· 
to the exaggerated and competitive claims that the unions tradi-
tionally·make in Nigeria. In 1968 it listed 209 affiliates and in 
1963 'at least 250,000 members'.. But many of those. affiliates were 
in Biafra and. 250,000 is nearly the total official figure for trade 
union membership in Nigeria. Probably it. had equal influence with 
its. major rival, the right-wing Unit.ed Labour Congress ~ULC), which 
made similarly exagge:rate·d claims.. In 1972 the NTUC had functio~ing 
regional offices in the major cities south of the Niger-Benue con-
fluence. But for the other half of Nigeria it had only one, in 
Kaduna, and this did not even attempt to ·sell the NTUC paper. The 
organisation has nonetheless, considerable resources 0 These are 
its core of experienced leaders (secretaries of one or more unions), 
its younger militant organisers, a head office, school and newspaper, 
its. recognised status (since the First Coup) vis-a-vis the regime', 
its foreign sponsor, and its radical ideology. 17 
. TheNTUC was planned as a central national leadership that would 
act as the Communist organ in the trade union movement 0 Whilst there 
sooner or later appeared such other.satellite organisations as the 
Nigerian Farmers Congress, the youth Thinkers Club (and friendship 
or solidarity organisations with as many countries or movements as 
were at any particular time approved. by the Soviet Union) the NTUq 
played a special role. I,rhose Communists working in the unions were· 
the only ones who had social roots, experience of the struggle, and 
influence amongst a section of the· masses. . 
2. THE THEORETICAL ACTIVITY OF THE NTUC 
2 •. 1. The NTUC·analysis of Nigeria 
20101. The general environment 
The NTUC has long considered Nigeria to·be in a neo-colonial situation. 
The meaning of this was spelled out most clearly in the documents of 
its founding conference, the first Revolutionar,y Convention, held in 
1963. Nigeria, it was said, might appear to be independent, 
But the masses of the Nigerian people knowoeo.that behind the 
paraphernalia of Nigerian Administrators are unseen foreign hand~ 
British and American - that control the life of every Nigerian. 1tl 
The same report listed the forms of neo-colonial control: a British 
chief afthe security services; British militar,y commanders; British 
traditions in the diploma~ic service; British domination of imports 
and exports; British, Swi~s and American domination of banking; domi-
nation of cultural life t~rough the Peace Corps, the United States 
Information Service, the Central Intelligence Agency and the British' 
Council: and such a dependence on foreign private investment that 'it 
is clear that Nigeria's economy will remain basically dependent on 
the imperialist countries'. This analysis was endorsed by the Second 
Revolutionar,y Convention in 1965. The Presidential Report made a 
detailed attack on the current economic policy, declaring that the 
heavy industr,y necessar,y for a truly independent Nigeria 'shall never' 
receive the backing of the Anglo-American financiers and their allies'o 
The ~hird Convention. held in early 1970, introduced a note of 
ambiguity. The Presidential Address ~alked of the 'success of the 
Nigerian Federal Militar,y Government over the forces of neo-colonialism 
headed by US imperialism', and in accord with this new note the various 
reports termed Nigeria an wunder-developed' or 'developing' nation, 
rather than a neo-colonial one. 
The social structure of Nigeria waS presented by the NTUC as 
consisting of 'two distinct and opposing societies' 0 The exploited 
were the workers and farmer.s, as well as the 'Market Women and Petty 
Traders 00. Students ••• Progressive Intellectuals and Professionals 
of Nigeria'. The exploiters were the foreign companies, the feudal 
rulers ('through excessive tax assessment, seizure of communal land 
and indiscriminate use of the native' courts ,), and the few Nigerian 
big businessmen. The latter were broken down according to source of 
income into the nominal directors of foreign firms, diverters of 
public funds, and the directly exploiting middlemen, buying agents, 
owners of schools, houses, transport and trucking companies: 
In short, from the cradle to the grave, our life is regulated by the 
few. rich Nigerians, their foreign supporters, and the Obas, Emirs and 
the Obiso 
Once again the analysis was endorsed by the Second Revolutionary 
Convention and ignored by the third, which did not even have a re~ort 
devoted to economic and social conditions. 
Analysis of the political system began with the foundation of 
the NTUC and was up-dated with each significant change that occurred:. 
The First Revolutionar,y Convention condemned the British for creating:: 
an undemocratic constitution with three competing regions, to weakenG's 
the 'true representatives of the people' and strengthen their own 
agents and supporterso Referring to attempts being made to introduce 
a preventive detention act and do away with parliamentar,y opposition, 
another report declared that: 
thos.e who preached the doctrine of liberal democracy have destroyed 
its basis with their own hands o 
It also warned that the answer of the Government to the serious 
problems facing the countr,y was: 
the large-scale recruitment of more policemen and soldiers in antici-
pation that the masses out of frustration shall rise one day so that 
the Army and the Police will supply them with bullets instead of 
bread. Instead of feeding, they plan to kill the people. 
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Despite the distinctions drawn between them, 19 the parties were con-
demned en bloc: 
They ~redoniinated, contrl])lled and financed by the -agents' andrepre-- c 
senta.tiv~s of the rich cl9-sses.They only use the people - ,the ' 
workers and farmers - as ladders to climb into power. Once in Power 
they turn their backs to the people and use the Power to oppress the 
people. ' ' 
Analysis of military rule had to wait the Third Revolutionar,y 
Convention in 1970. The General Secretar,y's Report presented the 
coup of Januar,y 15, 1966 as a 'patriotic military action by the 
Nigerian Army,' ~ This had, however, a 'tribal content', which gave 
rise to the counter-coup of July, to Eastern secession and civil war. 
Responsibility was pinned on imperialism, which was accused of en-
couraging the dismemberment of Nigeria, and backing Biafra overtly or 
covertly.20 The Presidential Address went into some detail on the 
nature of the Gowon regime, declaring that 
the composition of the Federal Militar,y Executive Council is so far 
the most democratic and representative in thehistor,y of this nation. 
It praised the regime for its victories over the 'forces of neo-
colonialism headed by US imperialism' and its good relations with the 
Soviet Union. It commended the creation of a new state structure and 
other democratic and antitribalist measures. It defended the regime 
against accusations of corruption and the suggestion that it was n~ 
better than its civilian predecessor and should therefore be replaced. 
The regime, it said, 'is positively against corruption', and 'Gowon ' 
today is the most acceptable rallying point for a national democratic 
revolution'. When the Government announoed its Four Year Development 
Plan, the NTUC General Secretar,y, Wahab Goodluck, made certain limited 
criticisms of it at the 1970 Convention but declared that it 'lays 
foundation for an economic take off in a developing countr,y' and that 
the Congress was 'Committed to see the full implementation' of the' 
Plan. 
2.1.2. The working class 
The first analysis of the nature of the working class (as distinguished 
from its condition) was also made during the 1963 Convention. This 
spoke of the low concentration outside public sector employment,the 
workers'fear of the, 'thousands of hungry-looking unemployed adu~ts 
perpetually hanging around the. premises of factories', and the 'police 
protection offered to foreign investors' th~ough their tear-gassing 
and beating of strikers. The result, it was suggested elsewhere, was 
the following: . 
The workers seem to iack confidence in themselves. They conceive 
themselves probably as a class of impotent weaklings wha exist sol,ly 
to be explOited and trodden underfoot •••• 
There is a widespread if only falacious feeling among the workers 
that if the capitalists should desist from exploiting their labour 
power for one moment they, the workers, would not last the next 
minute. 
The next analysis, made at the 1965 convention, was more ambiguous.' 
On the one hand it was claimed that as a result of the 1964 General 
Strike the workers were more and more realising the necessity for 
political power, and on the other hand. it was stated that in failing 
to vote for SWAFP in the 1964 Gen~ral Election they showed 'very 
strong but sentimental attaohment' to the old parties. Despite these 
cautious statements, however, Goodluck still apparently felt at the 
1970 Convention that the working class was capable of ruling the 
country, stating that 'the Congress has advocated time without number 
the ne~d for the working class to take politioal power'. 
2.~.3o The labour movement 
. Th.e .1963 Convention considered the Nigerian labour movement to be 
'drifting aimlessly and circuitously', the prey of opportunism and 
of an 'unconscious flighty, planless and drifting! style of work. 
Reasons for this were apparently: (1) the idea of the 'so-called 
"gifted few" in the inner circle' of the trade unions, (2) the belief 
of the centres that what mattered was the number of unions affiliated, 
not the number of battles led, (3) the chain of financial dependence, 
in which union leaders, 'most of them workers', begged the centres 
for money, threatening 'disaffiliation if we do not buy them off', 
and the centres fo~lowed suit by begging from their overseas counter-
parts,21 (4) the check-off system, which was encouraging 'complacency 
and inertia among oertain union officials' .22 . 
Explanation was also given for the ideological divisi.ons within 
the movement. The absenoe of a single trade union linked with a 
government party was put down partly to the existence of competing 
regional parties and a government uninterested in trade union unity, 
and partly to the 'American Dollar Trade Unionism' of the Internatio~l 
Confederation of Trade Unions (1JFTU)23 which, with the connivance of . 
the ·government 'foredoomed any attempt to reconoile the two factions' 
within the movement. The right-wing United Labour Congress was seen 
.. as a mere satellite of. the. regime and of imperialism, bribing union 
leaders to win them over, supporting the government's anti-working 
class policies, and gaining in return 'Government recognition, Board 
appointments, free trips a and other favours. The. 'neutralists' (not 
identified, but clearly those who created the LUF) were attacked as 
a 'spineless collection of labour chameleons' who helped the enemy 
whilst claiming to stand between the two wings of the movement 0 The 
1970 Convention saw no mention of LUF and only a brief and indireot 
mention of the ULC. Whilst thas reflected the general softening of 
attitudes towards LUFthat had been going on for some time, the same 
cannot be said of attitudes towards the ULC, which had. been subject· 
to continuous and violent attack throughout the intervening periodo 24 
As for NTUC itself, the Communists claimed that: 
The Nigerian Trade Union Congress .represents a revolutionary trade 
union trend whose poiicies are governed by scientific analysis of 
the society and based on the class.struggle of the working people. 
The dynamic force of this theor,y of the NTUC is always directed 
towards combat actions from which it derives its revolutionary 
character. 25 
2.2. The organisational strategY of the NTUC 
The split in the radical Independent United Labour Congress (IULC) 
that preceeded the creation of the NTUC was due largely to differences 
between the socialist·and specifically Communist trade union leaders.26 
But as sugg~sted above, it was also an attempt to overcome the general 
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\oJeaknesses of the Nigerian trade union movement. The new organisation 
was thus supposed to differ from the traditional left-wing organisa-
tions not simply in its policy but in its structure and forms_of 
behaviour. 
2.2'.1. Creating a' 'Revolutionary Trade Union' 
The very creat ion of the NTUC, at the significantly-named' Fi rst , 
Revolutionary Convention' in 1963, embodied a strategical option. 
The 'revolutionary nature of the new organisa~ion was clearly supposed 
to lie in its contrast with both the Independent United, Labour Congress 
(IDLC) from ,which it had issued and the right-wing ULC.A theoret'ical 
justification for creating such an organisation was never set out. ' 
The practical purpose seems, however, to be revealed in the documents 
of the founding convention: 
••• our Revolutionary Convention aims at awakening the workers' 
political consciousness on their own political platform, put an end 
to political and organisational disunity for which bourgeois parties, 
neo-colonial divide-and-rule and semi-feudal tribalist;i..c instincts 
have been responsible. 
And: 
Above all, the criterion for admitting unions into our fold should 
be the latent existence or demonstration of revolutionary potentialities. 
In so far as it was set out, the aim of the new organisation therefore 
appears to have been the creation through a national trade union centre 
of a concious revolutionary working-class elite. 27 
2.2.2. A new type of structure 
The formal structure of the NTUC is unremarkable 0 Many of its organ-
isational aims could also have been those of any other trade ~nion ' 
anywhere in the world: to organise the unorganised, revive moribund 
unions, wo'rk towards amalgamations, provide common central officeS 
and staff for affiliates, etc. But 'past shortcomings of the Nigerian 
trade union movement led to special emphasis on several points. 
Democracy was to be strengthened through control on decision~aking 
by the Central Executive Committee, a majority of which was to consist 
of unpaid officials. Specialised sub-committees on education, organ-
isation, etc., were to be set up to tap the 'natural aptitude of 
individual rank-and-file leadershipi. 
The 1970 Convention drew attention to a feature of Congress 
organisation unmentioned in the Constitution. This was its force of 
'cadres',28 the paid trade union officials who 'are the front-line 
activists of our movement'. In an 'apparent desire to overcome the 
trade union entrepreneurship which hasloIig bedeviled the Nigeriari 
movement,29 these were to have 'dUal responsibility', to be 'employed 
in the services of individual trade unions while at the same time , 
remaining loyal to Congress'. The report mentioned the practice by 
which the NTUC would subsidise its cadres only until they could find 
financial support from unions, they themselves organised. Finally, 
it stressed the necessity for them to be carefully chosen, well, 
educated and frequently oonsulted. 
2.2.3. The question of unity 
Recognising that nmch of the Nigerian labour movement lay outside its 
confines, the NTUC paid particular attention to the question of unity~ 
The road to a re-established unity was seen by the 1963 Convention as 
coming through working-class struggle, thus overcoming the problems 
of 'personalities and territorial ambitions'. Independent action by 
revolutionary workers would win over the others, it was said, whilst 
trusting 'right-wing forces and labour judases t would lead to failure. 
As for'the issue on which the struggle should take place, the 1963 
Convention was clear: 
The demand of wage changes is uppermost in the minds of the workers ••• 
The struggle will sort many things ,out; because all those who are for 
the unity of the workers will inevitably unite with them ••• while 
those who are opposed to the workers will join forces with the enemy 
and try overtly or covertly to betray and defeat the workers' struggles. 
By 1970, however, this concept had been almost abandoned in favour of 
'unity by decree,.30 The argument that this was undemocratic was 
considered a trick 'to deny the working class of its aspirations'. 
Whilst it is true that the 'NTUC had never rejected the concept of an 
administrative unification by government fiat, it was n'ow presenting 
this as the most favourable perspective: 
< . 
The Congress is to intensifY its agitation for a decree on labour 
unity in the Country. It is the conteniion of the Congress that a 
decree .... will prevent future splits in the Nigerian trade union 
movement. 
Two other paths to unity were mentioned at the 1970 Convention, however. 
One was revival of a Joint Action Committee,31 the other 'unity by 
elimination of the weaker by the stronger' 0 
2.2.4. International relations 
Considering that disunity in the labour movement was caused largely 
by imperialist intervention, the NTUC sought a means of bringing this 
to an end. It,S strategy was one of formal affiliation to the All 
African Trade Union Federation (AATUF),32 whilst reserving the 'right 
-- of' fraternal relations' with non-African trade unions. The NTUC 
urged the ULC to adopt a similar stance by disaffiliating from the 
ICFTU. There .was, furthermore, to be a break with past dependences 
on foreign ,funds:' the Nigerian workers. were now to bear 'first and 
foremost the responsibility of sustaining their own organisation 1.33 
In 1968 the NTUC was still insisting that: 
the Congress has upheld and will continue to uphold the policy of the 
AATUF on the question of non-affiliation ••• The position of the 
NTUC has not changed .. 34 
Ten weeks later it had applied to jOin the World Federation of Trade 
Unions (WFTU),35 a change of strategy justified only retrospectively 
and. in such a vein as .to suggest that for the NTUC relations with the 
international blocs and unions were governed by no significant 
principle or strategical consideration. 36 , 
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2.2.5.. The workers t own party 
The most dramatic distinction between the other Nigerian trade un~on 
centres and the-NTUC was clearly-in the latter 'sdecision to combine 
with other groups to launch the SWAFP. Whilst socialist aims and 
political intentions had been declared by many earlier trade union 
centres in Nigeria,37 'the NTUC differed in proposing to create what 
turned out to be a specifically Communist party.38 
rfuilst the question of party-union relations naturally became 
less important following the ban on political parties after the 
January 1966 coup, the matter was considered important enough to be 
mentioned in 1970. ,Attacking the 'hypocritical an~ colonialist 
conception'of only economic Ifrade Unionism',' S.U. Bassey deolared 
that: 
the Nigerian Trade Union Congress ,shall be independent of all creeds, 
political groups and Government's except the political party of the 
Working Class .. 
The exact relationship between the two organlisations Was nowhere 
spelled out by the NTUC. The only statement that relates to this is,' 
when it was said' in self";'justification at the 1965 Convention that: , 
It will be necessary for us to note that, in Great Britain, from where 
we have copied most of our political and social institutions, the, 
British Trades, Union Congress takes part in active, partisan: politics. 
The British TUC is a supporter and member of the British Labour Party.39 
3.. A THEORETICAL CRITIQUE 
••• our party is guided bya science of society - "the science of 
Marxism-Leninism. This is a science which brings together all the 
experiences of mankind in struggle and from there draws lessons for 
the 'guidance of the common people in their fight to overthrow capi-
talism and imperialism and build socialism. It is a science which 
enables the people to know the roots of their poverty and weakness, 
to see through all the dE;}ceits, condi'u.sions, pretences and lies of the 
ruling classes. It reveals to the, people the actual realities o:fthe 
situation.40 
The above declaration by Nigeria's Communists provides us with 
one standard for assessing the theory of the NTUCo In the following 
pages we can therefore compare its analysis and strategy with the 
views of other, Marxists on Nigeria, its workers and unions, or on the 
experience of the working class, ,movement in other places and other 
times. To use onlX this standard, however, liould be inappropriate .. , 
The NTUC was not , after all t a party (although the linfa betweell t:b.e 
two was blurred). It was a trade union centre engaged in leading 
practical every-day struggle over bread and butter issues. ' It will 
therefore be necessary to'also consider whether the analysis and 
organisational strategy of the NTUCwas appropriate to'these tasks. 
3.1. The view of Nigeria 
3.101. The general environment 
Until 1966 the NTuC had a crude but coherent analysis of Nigerian 
society quite adequate' to its self-imposed tasks. Nigeria was a neo-
colony, economically, socially and politically. It was divided 
dic40tomously into exploiters and exploited. Its state was the in-
strument of the external and internal exploiters. Its political 
part'ies and political developments revealed the contradictions :within 
and the contradictions of the neo-colonial order. This analysis is not 
far from the one presented in section 1 .. 3. abovee It represented a 
remarkable attempt by Nigerian trade unionists and their intellectual 
allies to theorise the experience and interests of Nigeria's masses. 
And it provided a striking alternative to the dominant conservative 
ideology that underpins i!llperialist domination in Nigeria.41 . 
From the time that Gowon came to power, however, general analysis 
of Nigerian society was all but abandoned and the regime was judged 
solely by' political, foreign policy or, indeed, moral criteria" The 
NTUC analysis of' the war largely coincided with that of the regime 
itself,42 and it went further in approval of the Four Year Development 
Plan than mar~ Nigerian and foreign liberals. The new NTUC analysis 
of Nigeria began to approach the traditional ULC one43 and its . 
'Marxist-Leninist' colouring is difficult to discern. 
We may contrast the approach of the NTUC to the military regime 
with that of serious foreign analysts who have continued to use the 
Marxist one. Whilst there are significant differences amongst them, 
there is a broad area of agreement. The change of regime is inter-
preted as a shift from a politico-business to a military-bureaucratic 
type of rule, the latter implying a reduction in consul tat ion of the . 
masses, a rationalisation in the interests of the local bour~oisie 
asa whole, and an increase in external imperialist control.44 
3. 1 .• 2. The working class 
The analysis made of the working class has undergone no analogous 
change. It is, however, weak and superficial and appears inadequate 
for the trade union strategy of a militant class organisationo That 
a working class could be simultaneously (or even' in close succession) 
possessed of hegemonic capacities and lacking even corporate con-
sciousness suggests a failure of perception, of analysis, or both.' 
The statement that the working class was capable of ruling Nigeria was 
not a momen'liary excess'. Similar sanguine expectations had been ex-
pressed by Goodluck after the 1964 General Strike.45 Swinging between 
this extreme and the other, the.NTUC was incapable of considering the 
real extent and limits of working~class consciousnesso46 To do this 
it would be necessary to distinguish at least three ~trata among the 
workers; (1) the clerical and lower-professional workers mostly in 
the public sector, (2). the oasual labourers in public and private .. 
employ, and (3) the manual workers in private industry, the railways, 
etc. All three might be in the group earning under ~ 500 per year in 
1970, and recognised by the elite itself to be.in a condition of 
'intolerable suffering' .47 But their work situations, life opportu-
nities and values differ significantly. 
The first group is 'concerned to defend and advance their real . 
wages', but 'are more concerned than are factory workers to seek the 
favour of their se~iors 000 in so far as their promotion structure is 
more favourable,.4ts The second group - the 'semi-proletarianised 
·peasantry'49 are prevented from becoming proletarians. They may have 
a consciousness of themselves as unemployed and even attempt to 
organise themselves as such050 But it is now generally agreed on the 
basis of both African and Latin American experience that they are 
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incapable of combining in their own interest, even if they can provide 
a force d'appuifor movements of the working or other classes.51 The 
third group52 may be only recently or temporarily urbanised and common-
ly aspire to quit wage labour for trading. But they are dependent 
upon wages to obtain the necessary capital to buy themselves into a 
trade or craft. ' And, in the meantime, they are in the classical pro-
leta'rian situation - concentrated in large factories in big industrial 
estates, suffering the miseries of planless urbanisation, experiencing 
rapid wage erosion (the quasi-universal scourge of the modern prole-
tariat). Due to the practice of national wage settlements following 
government wage ,commissions, they frequently identify the state,as 
well as individual employers, as their opponent. ,Despite their rural 
backgrounds and petty-bourgeois ambitions, they are capable of sus-
tail1ed wage struggle, though not, perhaps, of determ'ined struggle on 
union rights. Thus, in a paper that reveals the inef~ectiveness of 
,the national trade unions during a Lagos strike, Adrian'Peace nonethe-
less concludes that 
any attempt to examine ~he potential for a broader-based social 
movement should acknowledge as a central element the rise of a 
politically sophisticated African proletariat ,,53 
3.1.3. The labour movement 
The NTUC set out to explain the general weaknesses and then the specific 
ideological divisions within the labour movement. 'For the first it. 
provided a catalogue of vices, for the second political explanation.' 
The vices are real enough and the description of the ULC - partisan 
though it might seem - is accurate, being confirmed in important parts 
by the American labour experts. We may paSS over the attacks on the 
LUF and the . favourable self-portrait, since they will be dealt with 
later. What is, perhaps, most seriously lacking is .an attempt to root 
the weaknesses and divisions in the nature of the class and of Nigerian 
neo-colonial society. 
The nature of the working class is the basis,in fact, fora 
series ofde~p-rooted structural divisions in the movement.54 There 
exists a series of c~oss-cutting but mutually reinforcing fractures. 
Division between leaders and-members is evident even at enterprise 
level. Widespread illiteracy combines with the patron-client relations 
(common to 'modern I· as well as 'traditional' sectors in Nigeria) to 
incline the workers towards choice of a more-educated workplace leader. 
Complex bureaucratic bargaining procedures imported from the metropolis 
reinforce the necessity for qUalified officials. The widespread 
employer practice of promoting or sacking workplace militants makes 
the existence of the 'external secretary' wellnigh inevitable. Trade 
union leadership is thus professionalised at ground level,creating , 
even here a clash betweEm leadership as a vocation and as a career~55 
It is therefore not surprising to find at national level the oli-
garchy, bureaucracy and careerism, typical of the US business union.56 
This is a pattern to which the ULC closely corresponds. It may be 
that factory-level militancy in Nigeria is repeatedly producing leaders 
who reject this pattern.57 But the common (if not universal) pro-
fessionalisation of such leaders into a career combining the entre-
preneurial and bureaucratic Values of the Nigerian elite repeatedly 
prevents militant surges from translating themsellTes into solid or-
ganisations with conSistently radical leaders. This last point has 
obvious implications for the NTUC to which we will return later. 
3.2. The organisational strategy 
If one examines the NTUC's organisational options one can discover,' 
that they touch on a number of crucial issues for, radicals working in 
the trade union movement. These are (1) the role of revolutionaries 
vis~a-vis the trade union movement, (2) party-union relations, 
(3) trade union leadership and (4) working-class internationalism. 
These have been a traditional and central concern of Marxists in the 
labour movement outside (.itnd sometimes inside) iageria. In each case 
positions taken throw a critical light on the N1~C's strategy .. 
3 .2 • 1. Revol11 t ionarie sand. trade unions 
The Communist option ·for a separate 'revolutionary'organisation was 
criticised within Nigeria: by the socialist activist, Eskor Toyo.58 . 
rroyo's belief was that there was a , programme of the working class 
that could not, but, find expression in any unite~ organisation: 
It is not so much a question of adopting a progressive programme as 
the question of fighting for one already - tacitly - in existence in 
the consciousness, of every worker,,59 ' 
It was, he said, sheer ignorance of Marxism and Leninism that caused 
'certain eiements around the NTUC' to fail to distinguish between 
communists -the vanguard of the working class - and the working class 
itself: 
These men think that workers can be carried for revolutionary action 
only on the day 00. when every trade union has been won into the fold 
of the 'socialist' NTUC.60 
He continues, 
The need to have a distinct socialist revolutionary party of in-
dividuals does not imply the, need to have a 'socialist' trade union, . 
front separate from the other trade union organisations of the working 
class. Apart from fighting for socialism, the trade unions exist in 
the first place to fight for the day-to-day economic and social 
interests of the working class against the capitalist class. The 
fight for socialism requires a definite consciousness in the working 
class. This consciousness, as experience has shown in country after 
country, cannot be imparted by a trade union faction dominated 
bureaucratically by socialist-minded officials who shout Marxist 
phrases. For working class revolutionary consciousness to develop, 
for militant socialist consciousness to emerge in the working class 
as a whole, the socialist cadre must do his work, not through the' 
strugglesof an exclusive 'socialist' trade union faction but through 
the joint struggles of the working class as a whole. 61 
Toyo's position here would seem to find support in Lenin, whose 
Left-WingCommunism devoted a whole section to the question of 
whether revolutionaries should work in cons'ervative trade unions. 
L\3nin declares: 
'i-Je cannot but regard as ..... ridiculous and childish ..... nonsense that 
Communists cannot and should not work in reactionary trade unions, 
that it is permissible to turn.doWn such work, that it is necessary 
to withdraw from the trade unions and create a brand-new and immaCUlate 
'Workers Union' invented by ver.y pleasant (and; probably, for the most 
part very youthful) Communists •••• 62 
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Lenin's position is officially endorsed by the contempOrary Communist· 
movement .. 63 Thus, the basic option of the Communists in setting up 
the NTUC would appear to contradict not only a 'classic ' posit ion, .. 
. but even that of the contemporary movement to which they are attached •. 
Ir/hilst there might have been a justification for this option in terms 
of special African or Nigerian conditions, nona was ever laid out. 
3.2.2. Party-union relations 
The relationship between a Marxist party and the trade union movement 
is dealt with extensively by Lenin in 'What is to be Done?'. Here 
he distinguishes between trade union consciousness and revolutionary ... 
consciousness, the one arising spontaneously from the self-ac~ivity 
of the masses and being expressed within the union, the other arising 
from scientific activity and being expressed through a revolutionary 
party. Bearing in mind the special case of Russia, Lenin insisted 
that 'there can be no question in free countries of the organisation 
of trade unions coinciding with the organisation of the .0. Party' .64 
\rlhilst the relationship between the NTUC and the SWAFP was left 
unclear, it would seem from -the fact that the union helped Qreate the. 
party, that the two organisations did 'coincide' and tliat the leader-
ship of the latter was intended to be the leadership of the former. 
It is, in this context, significant that the only justification the 
NTUC ever gave for its second most important organisational decision 
should also be the only one that defers to British example, that the 
example should be singularly inappropriate, and that its premise 
should be false. 
3.2.3. Trade union leadership 
Once again, Toyo's position contrasts with that of the NTUC. Against 
the concept of the ·cadre as the model leader, Toyo poses that of the 
'worker unionist'. 
The real workers' leader is the man on the trade union executive who 
is also a worker in the establishment •••• 
If one looked for the most Sincere, the most honest, the most educated 
and the most disciplined unionists in Nigeria one would find them 
among the worker unionists.65 
There is also an implicit criticism of the cadre concept in Toyo's 
attack on the 'trade union tycoon' who can make substantial gains by 
organiSing numerous ti'ade unions.. This type of man becomes an 'empire 
builder" and 
. . 
a petty bourgeois bureaucrat, complete with an independent source 
outside his unions and with a split personality. Being independent 
of his .~nions he is ],ess inclined to c~msult tl1em; having a split. 
personality (serving two masters) he becomes unreliable,hypo-
criticial and inclined to dogmatic, subservient and unrealistic stand-
points on questions of ideology touching the interests of his foreign 
principles as he understands these. interests.66 
Once again, the position of Toyo finds support in the 'classics', 
this time in Rosa Luxemburg as well as Lenin. Both concerned them-
seliTeswith theprofassionalisation of the labour leaderShip. Picking 
up Engels' concept of the 'labour aristocracy', Lenin declared that 
it now applied not to a section of the working class itself but to 
the· ·labour leadership occupying the numerous paid posts in and around 
the movementa67 Examining the German labour movement in 1906, . 
Luxemburg considered that a growth of va regular trade union offic;ial-
dom ,68 along with the expansion of the unions was understandable, but .. 
l'Jarned against its dangers in these words: 
The.specialisation of professio~l activity as trade union leaders, 
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as well as the naturally restricted horizon which is bound up'with 
disconnecited·economic struggles in a peaceful period, leads oniy:f;oo 
easily, amongst trade union officials, to bureaucratism and a certain 
narrovmess of outlook 0.0 In close connect ion with these 00. tendencies, 
is a revolution in the relations of leadars and raruc and file. In 
place of the d.irection by colleagues. through localcommitteeE?o a .• there 
appears the businesslike direction of the trade union officialsa The 
initiative and the power of making decisions thereby devolve upon 
trade union specialists, so to speak, and the more passive virtue of 
discipline upon the mass of the members.69 
302.4. International relations 
· At onetime the NTUC seems to have recognised the negative effects of 
· foreign financial aid on Nigerian trade unionists in general and of 
ties. with the WFrUonNigerian trade union unity. It decided to 
become financially independent of foreign sources and to avoid formal 
links with the WFTU. Its resumption of ties to WFTU suggests a 
· reversal on both fronts. But this was never recognised as such. On 
the contrary, the. NTUC's strategy implies that aid froin and ties with 
the Communist countries and their unions, or with move.ments approved 
by t~ese (asAATUF was) have positive effects. . . . 
Such assumptions can be criticised from a numb.erof angles. 
There is, firstly, a question of whether the Soviet Union is capable 
of recognising the interests of trade unions in other countries at . 
all. An Italian Communist has implied that the behaviour of Communists 
towards the .Third World has been basically determined by raison d'etat: 
In the general clash between imperialism and socialism an important 
.. t.veight was and continues. to be attached to state relationships and 
initiatives by states 00 0 •. [HJas not all the development of the real 
internal dialectic of the social and political forces been .sub~ 
ordinated to a certain international alignment of this 0:+ that state?70 
In a general study of attitudes towards African trade unions in the 
era of independence (with special reference to those of Nkrumab.'s 
Ghana) it has been suggested that Communist approaches mirrored rather 
·than opposed Western approaches, and that Communist aid might retard, 
rather than stimulate tradeunicmstrength, maturity and unity in 
Africa071 This leads to the question of the ·effect of foreign ties 
· on the struggle for unity .. 
At least two.trade union centres in non-European countries, both 
of them Marxist-led, militant, and dominating. their respective 
movements, have 'decided against formal links with WFTU 0 One is the 
Chilean CUTCH .. 72 The other is the Japanese SOHMO o The latter 
specifically declares that 
we consider that international policy lines are closely related to 
the question of unification of labour fronts at home and that it is 
erroneous to promote division in the. ranks of trade unions on the 
question of international policy lineso 73 
16. 
Both these elements are present in the analysis of Eskor ·ToyoD . 
Toyo does not attack th~ international strategy of the NTUC as such •. 
• But he declares that foreign organisations are interested in the 
Cii ffe rent Nigerian trade union centres .both for genuine internationalist 
reasons and 'for reasons·of the world power struggle between the 
socialist and capitalist groups of states and between the competing 
European and American sectors of the capitalist world I.. It is this 
latter motive that leadq them to seek their own spheres of influence. 
This, he implies, encourages disunity: 
The local head or heads of the empire will hear nothing of labour 
· unity.. • [since] .. oe each group of trade union emperors will lose 
the reason for their own existence .... 0 [and] D ... there is the risk 
that the foreign power lIlill lose interest in financing a centre that 
has lost its significance. as a separate unit.74 
4. SOCIO-HISTORICAL DETERMINANTS 
A theoretical critique is not the same as a socio-historical ex-
planation_. If the theory of the NTUC was not only distant from the 
Marxism it espoused but inadequate for a sound and developing trade 
unionism of any- kind,75 then an explanation can be sought in the two 
environments of most importance to the leadership, that of Nigeria 
itself, and that of the world Communist movement .. 
4. h The Nigerian context 
Nigerian society forms both an external and internal problem for the 
NTQC leadership. Externally, it represents a process and structure 
to be analysed. Internally, it determines the capacity.to analyse .. 
Let us consider these in turn. 
Marxists have recognised the ambiguous role of the post-colonial 
·sta");e in Africa as both an instrument of imperialist control and a 
possible means of struggle against imperialism. 76 Both Nk:rumah's Ghana 
·and Nyerere's Tanzania moved at a certain time from a relationship of 
c~mpleteharmony- to one of considerable tension with imperialism .. 
Nigerk might seem .to fall into a diffe·rent category from either of 
theseoYet there exists for Nigerians also the case of Egypt, .where 
a vocally anti-imperialist regime under military .... bureaucraticrule 
has been carrying out a considerable industrialisation and a certain 
social transformation also. Whilst the NTUC's early analysis might 
have had shortcomings, it was adequate for its purposes. It was the 
collapse of the extremely pro-capitalist and pro-imperialist civilian 
regime, the coming to power of the military, and the civil war,that 
· created an objective problem of analysis for the NTUC.. Whilst ·for 
its analysis of the civilian regime the NTUC could borrow from analyses 
made by COlIl/llUnists of Europe and ASia,77 there was little precedent 
for the military regime and none for the civil war. Indeed, there 
has not yet been a halfWay conVincing analysis of the civil war by 
.Marxists anywhere.78 So much for the objective problem .. 
In talking of the internal or subjective aspect we are referring 
to the basis Nigerian society provided for the creation of a revo-
lutionary leadership capable of making a scientific analysis. It has 
already been. pointed out in 3 .. 1.2. and 3.,1.30 that Nigeria's worlcing. 
class and labour movement provided a weak base for such a leadership. 
But t. as the history of China, Vietnam and Guinea-Bissau suggest, :the .. 
absence ofa solid working class base is no obs1;acle to the.produciion 
of profound and original Marxist, Or Marxisant, analyses. The 
production of these depends directly. on the existence of revolutionary 
intellectuals, who may, of course, he of working-class or peasant 
origin. Unlike the previously mentioned count-ries, Nigeria lacks a 
revolutionary situation (provided in all of them by savage and overt 
explOitation of the peasants) and a revolutionary intelligentsma 
(stimulated in all of them by foreign oppression).79 Nigeria had 
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before independence the makings of a radical intelligentsia. But those 
who, during the early postwar years . had been radical nationalists or 
even Communists were with a handful of exceptiollS, during or after the 
transfer of power absorbed into the rapidly expanding political" 
commercial, administrative or academic establ~shments"tlO 'It is signifi-
cant that the outstanding Nigerian analysis of neo-colonial society, 
and politics, Achebe's A Man of the People, is the work of a novelist 
rather than a social theorist • 
. 4.2. The world context 
TheNTUC leadership is part of the Nigerian labour movement. It is 
also,part of the world labour movement. More specifically, it is part 
of the CommUnist section of this movement. Many of the NTUC leaders 
have had contacts with the world Communist movement from long before 
the NTUC was brought into existence. others became leaders after 
training in youth or trade union courses and schools in the Communist 
countries 0 Given the weak local basis for a revolutionary socialist 
leadership, it is unsurprising that Nigerian labour radicals should 
seek support from the most viSible, vocal and influential radical 
tendency within the world labour movement. But what has been the 
result? We may consider the impact of the Communist movement on the 
NTUC in terms of the ideiology it. professed, the models it provided, 
and the aid it offered. 
4" 2. 1" Communist ideology 
Speaking of African radical movements in general, Yves Benot clearly 
reveals the contradictory influence of Communist ideology during the 
independence era: 
000 if, at an earlier stage, it was able by its very rigidity, power 
·and certainty, to seduce them, and even enable them to rapidly obtain 
certain principles of action and a certain basic doctrine, it had 
rionetheless the result of leaving them disarmed both at the level of 
specifically African facts and in perspectives for the struggle 
follOlving formal independence" 81 
This is.Stalinism ~ ideology. And Benot.'s comment goes far to ex-
plaining the origins of the crude but coherent analysis possessed by· 
the NTUC, as well as the reasons for its collapse at the time of the 
coups. For it was an ideology, not a methodology, with which the 
Communists provided their Nigerian followers. 
4.2.2. The Communist model 
Communism offered the NTUC not merely an ideology, it offered models 
for the greators of the NTUC to follow" The first type was that of 
the Soviet Union itself. From the end of the stormy trade union 
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debates of the 1920s trade unions in the Soviet Union have existed ... 
as control instruments of Party and State, primarily concerned with 
increasing production, whilst parrying out certain sociaLwelfare-
and inspectorate funct ions. Attempts to develop them beyond this 
(as in Yugoslavia after 1948, Hungary 1956, Czechoslovakia 1968) ... 
have either been condemned or crushed by the Soviet Union itself. 
The second type is thlll.t exemplified by the French CGT82 or the 
ltalian CGIL,each of which was brought as far as possible under the 
control of their respective ·Communist parties.83 Whilst the first 
pattern was offered with disastrous results to Ghana, the second was 
offered to.Nigeria. 
It is now possible tp understand why the organisational princi-· 
pIes of the NTUC conflicted with the classical theory. They did so 
because Communist practice conflicted with Communist theory. Thus, 
the educational materials of the WFTU, used on courses for Nigerian 
trade unionists, recommended to them the principles of the syndicat 
.de masse et de classe as exemplified by theCGT.84 A 'mass and class 
trade union' is meant to be one neither sectarian nor opportunist, 
open to all workers, yet class conscious. But, in practice, as the 
NTUC leaders were no doubt aware, the CGT was and is controlled by 
the French Communist Party.85 Given the absence in Nigeria of any 
such memory of pre-Stalinist traditions as existed in France, it was 
not even necessary for the creators of the NTUC to pretend that their 
trade union movement was independent of their party. 
4.2.3. Communist aid 
Communism, however, did not merely provide the I'J'IDC with a theory and 
a model. Through the trade unions of the Communist countries and the 
WFTU it was a supplier of aid in cash and kind, a provider of trade 
union and even university education, and a generous source of air. 
tickets for· conferences, seminars, tours and celebrations. We may . 
take two linked cases that demonstrate the effects of such aid. 
(1) The Communist countries have been financing the construction of a 
fully-equipped, four storey 'Socialist Publishing House' in Lagos, 
three-quarters completed in 1972. This was to make it possible to 
publish the NTUC-SWAFP organ, Advance, daily, and to provide offices 
for the NTUC, linked organisations, and the societies fliir· friendship 
w.ith Communist countries. In July 1971 the current editor of the· 
paper stated that 5,000 copies were being printed at a. cost of 5:.250 
per issue, and that from sales they were getting back £6086 It seemed 
evident at that time that the costs of producing the paper (never mind 
upkeep of the building) would be beyond the capacities of the NTUC, 
that it would remain dependent on Communist finance, and that the 
paper would continue to serve largely as a publisher of handouts from 
Communist embassies. 
(2) Soviet money was for many years used by SWAFP to provide Dr. Tunji 
Otegbeye, leader of the organisation and chief ideologist of Advance·,. 
with a clinic that was to free him from financial worries and con-
tribute to the funds of the movement. In 1968 the clinic even had a 
Soviet doctor.87 When, in 1970, Otegbeye was accused by his comrades 
of misusing the funds, there was a crisis amongst the group of NTUC 
leaders and others who had formerly led SWAFP. The Soviet embassy 
then intervened, unsuccessfully, to reconcile the two factions that 
had formed. Otegbeye waS forced to withdraw from the leadership 
group. In June or July 1972, in a classical Nigerian labour coup,88 
Otegbeye and his supporters took over Advance, denouncing Goodluck and 
.his supporters - somewhat exotically - for a 'Wahab ism , p which appar-
ently consisted in equal measure of both 'Leftism' and 'economism'. 
Given the ideology elf the Western (mostly 4Unerican) backe~El of 
the ULC, it is not surprising that they were satisfied to provide its 
activists with educational qualifications and living standards 
echoing those of the local elite, demanding by way of return little 
mora than enthusiastic devotion to the 'free world' and a voc~ferous 
anti-Communism.89· Communist aid was analogous in almostever,y possible 
way. This, of course, is why aid went to the leadership of the NTUC 
and not to the theoretically more orthodox tendency represented by 
E~orT~o. . . 
4.3. Escaping determinism 
We have seen how Nigerian social structures block the development of a 
Marxist labour leadership capable of working out an original and . 
relevant strategy. We have also seen how one group of radicals within 
the Nigerian labour movement turned to international Communism as an 
additional or alternative base. We can now see how international 
Communism provides fuI'ther obstacles· to the development of a Marxist 
leadership: it has been reinforcing rather than undermining the bou~ 
geois and bureaucratic culture that surrounds the labour movement in 
Nigeria. The circle seems viciously closed and the prospect distinctly 
bleak. 
Yet the example of Eskor Toyo, shortlived and inconclusive though 
his contribution might have been, is there to suggest that there is 
no iron determinism working here. There are, moreover, tens of pro-
·.fessional trade unionists, and hundreds of worker unionists in Nigeria 
who resist the false shortcuts offered by the ULC and the NTUC .re-
spectivelyo 90 Whether the NTUC is capable of recognising the obstacles 
to its self-development and therefore overcoming them must - given the 
history of the organisation - remain doubtful. But this paper is in 
part addressed to the NTUC leaders and has been sent to them. Their 
reactions may tell us more. 
FOOTNOTES 
1. This is a revised and condensed version of mY MoSoc.Sci. dissertation, 
'Neo-Colonialism, Communism, and 'the Nigerian Trade Union Congress' 
(Centre of West African Studies, Bi~ingham University, 1972). Many 
people commented on the content and style of the draft. But particular 
thanks. for painstaking and perceptive criticism must go to Robin· .. 
Cohen, Bill Warren and the editors of Politics and Society. FinanCial 
support· during the period I was researching the NTUC was extrac.ted 
from the surplus value produced by the workers of the Communist 
countries (whilst working for the. World Federation of Trade Unions 
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in Prague, 1966-9), those of Great Britain (whilst doing my Master's 
course in Birmingham, 1969-70), and the peasants and workers of. . 
Nigeria (whilst employed by Ahmadu Bello UniverSity, Nigeria, 1970-72). 
None of the above mentioned classes, institutions or individuals 
need feel themselves responsible for the views expressed here. 
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2. An attempt to do this in a work on labour protest in Jamaica ~s 
currently being made by Ken Post of the Inst.itute of Social 
Studies in The Hague. 
3. See, amongst others, W. Ananaba, The Trade Union Movement in 
Nigeria (London: Hurst, 1969); R. Cohen, 'The Role of Organised 
Labour in the Nigerian Political Process', unpublished Ph.D •. thesis 
(Birmingham University, 1971) jG.Lynd, The Politics of African '. 
Trade Unionism (New York: Praeger 1968); R. Melson, 'Marxists in 
the Nigerian Labor Movement: ~ Case Study in the Failure of 
Ideology', unpublished PhoD. (MIT, 1967). Melson is the most 
serious offender, for his study depends on the bare assertion . 
that the Marxists' view of Nigeria as a, ne.o-dolony was 'ideological', 
and the implicit allied assumption that the alternative is 'non-
ideological'. Assumptions apart, the work contains valuable in~ 
formation on the Nigerian Labour Party (NLP). 
4. My analysis here draws extensively on Gavin Williams, 'The Political 
Economy of Colonialism and Neo-Colonialism in Nigeria' (Sociology 
Department, DUrham University, 1972, mimeographed). 
5· -66 
6. FigUres based on ToM. Yesufu, 'Labour in the Nigerian Economy' 
(Lagos: Nigerian Broadcasting Company, 1967, mimeographed). 
7. R. First, The Barrel of a Gun (London: Allen Lane, 1970), p. 101~ 
8. R. Murray, 'Militarism in Africa', New Left Review (1966)=38:54 • 
. &. ~o 
10. See, for tlie June 1964 strike, E. Braundi and A. Lettieri, 'The.. 
General Strike in N~geria', International Socialist Journal (1964):1: 
598-609; for the December 1964 strike, Melson, loc.cit.; and for 
the 1971 strike, A. Peac~, 'Industrial Protest at Ikeja, Nigeria' 
(British Sociological Association Conference, 1972, mimeographed). 
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